Miles Mack Playground Renovation RFP

Questions/RFIs:

1. Can the architect to supply the square foot amounts for each color and the total square foot amount for the playground area and the fitness area individually. I also need the fall heights for each piece of playground equipment?

   Overall Playground Area: ±4,540 sf
   Dark Blue: ±1,715 sf
   Light Blue: ±1,305 sf
   Dark Green: ±624 sf
   Light Green: ±895 sf

   Overall Fitness Area: ±1,110 sf
   Dark Brown: ±750 sf
   Light Brown: ±360 sf

   Take off quantities are the responsibility of the bidding contractor, and represent 100% of the work, VIF. Fall zones are indicated on the drawing sheet L3.1. Fall heights for playground equipment are available from the manufacturer.

2. Is this project tax exempt?

   The project is not tax exempt.

3. There are various trades such as carpentry and gypsum board required on the project that are not reflected on the bid form, where should those cost be applied?

   See revised section 004109 Pricing R1

4. Drawing A3.0 in the notes says drywall on ¼” plywood but the detail calls for 3/8” plywood which is required?

   See information elsewhere in this Addendum No. 2 - JMT

5. Drawing D-1.1 is missing from the set can it be issued?

   See attached Sheet D-1.1 omitted from the posted set.